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Abstract

MDM2-A is a common splice variant of murine double minute 2 (MDM2) that is frequently detected in many tumor types. Our previous work has characterized MDM2-A as an activator of p53, and therefore, in a wild-type p53 background, this splice variant would be predicted to confer p53-dependent tumor protection. To test this hypothesis, we used Mdm2-a transgenic mice to assess transformation and tumorigenesis in tumor susceptible murine models. A MDM2-A–dependent decrease in transformation was observed in Arf-null mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) or when wild-type MEFs were exposed to the carcinogen ethylnitrosourea. However, this reduced transformation did not confer tumor protection in vivo; Mdm2-a/Arf-null mice and ethylnitrosourea-treated MDM2-expressing mice developed similar tumor types with equivalent latency compared with their respective controls. Interestingly, when p53 was deleted, MDM2-A expression enhanced transformation of p53-null MEFs and altered tumor spectrum in vivo. In addition, p53-heterozygous mice that expressed MDM2-A developed aggressive mammary tumors that were not observed in p53-heterozygous controls. In conclusion, we found that although MDM2-A expression enhances p53 activity and decreases transformation in vitro, it cannot confer tumor protection. In contrast, MDM2-A seems to exhibit a novel transforming potential in cells where p53 function is compromised. These data show that MDM2 splice variants, such as MDM2-A, may provide protection against transformation of normal tissues having intact p53. However, when such splice variants are expressed in tumors that have defects in the p53 pathway, these isoforms may contribute to tumor progression, which could explain why their expression is often associated with aggressive tumor types. (Mol Cancer Res 2009;7(6):OF1–7)

Introduction

Murine double minute 2 (MDM2) is a well-characterized oncoprotein that functions as a direct inhibitor of the p53 tumor suppressor (1). MDM2-mediated modulation of p53 expression and degradation is critical for proper cell growth and survival (2). Alterations in MDM2, such as gene amplification and protein overexpression, lead to reduced p53 protein and activity, the consequence of which is transformation. Elevations in MDM2 expression are frequently observed in a variety of tumors, including soft tissue sarcomas (3), osteosarcomas (4), neuroblastomas (5), and gliomas (6).

The MDM2 transcript is frequently subjected to alternative and aberrant splicing, leading to the generation of multiple isoforms. To date, more than 40 MDM2 splice variants have been identified in both tumors (7, 8) and normal tissues (9). The presence of MDM2 splice variants in tumors has been associated with advanced disease (7, 10) and poor prognosis (11). Several studies have implicated genotoxic stress as an inducer of MDM2 splice variants. Both UV irradiation (12, 13) and various chemotherapeutic drug treatments (12, 14) have been shown to produce specific Mdm2 splicing products. Functional analysis of these variants is limited; however, splice variants containing an intact COOH-terminal RING finger domain have been shown to bind to full-length MDM2 and result in the activation of p53 (15, 16). Therefore, the induction of splice variants on genotoxic stress seems to facilitate the accumulation of p53 protein under these circumstances. However, the role of MDM2 splice variants in tumors, particularly those without wild-type p53, is currently unclear.

MDM2-A is a common MDM2 splice variant that is frequently detected in rhabdomyosarcomas (17) and other tumor types (7, 8). The isoform encoded by this variant lacks the p53 binding domain but maintains the RING finger motif (7, 17). Previous studies have shown contradictory results with respect to the function of MDM2-A (7, 18). One study showed that MDM2-A expression enhanced transformation in NIH3T3 cells (7). In contrast, this splice variant did not accelerate the rate of lymphomagenesis in the Eμ-myC lymphoma model and was unable to enhance transformation of mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEF) in soft agar (18). By generating a Mdm2-a transgenic mouse model, we showed that expression of MDM2-A resulted in a p53-dependent perinatal lethality and a growth-inhibitory phenotype in Mdm2-a transgenic MEFs (19). This splice variant is capable of interacting with full-length MDM2 and activating p53, although we did not observe a universal induction of p53-responsive genes (19).
MDM2-A mediated enhancement of the tumor suppressor activity of p53 would be predicted to confer tumor protection. However, we were previously unable to test this hypothesis due to the low frequency of tumorigenesis in our transgenic mouse model (19). Therefore, in this study, to enhance the rate of transformation and tumor formation, and to assess the effect of the MDM2-A splice variant on these processes, MDM2-A transgenic mice were either exposed to a carcinogen or bred with genetically susceptible tumor models.

Results

Evaluation of MDM2-A Protection from Transformation in Arf-Null Mice

To determine if the previously observed MDM2-A–mediated activation of p53 could confer protection against transformation in vitro and tumorigenesis in vivo, Mdm2-a/Arf-null mice were crossed onto a tumor-prone Arf-null background. Deletion of Arf in wild-type mice leads to increased MDM2, decreased p53, and enhanced tumor formation (20). We hypothesized that the interaction of MDM2-A with full-length MDM2 (19) would minimize the available MDM2 protein to inhibit p53 and result in enhanced p53 activity and decreased tumor formation.

To assess the role of MDM2-A in the enhancement of transformation in vitro, MEFs were harvested from Mdm2-a/Arf-null mice and compared with those derived from Arf-null controls. Cell growth was assayed in these MEFs and Mdm2-a/Arf-null cells exhibited growth inhibition relative to Arf-null controls (Fig. 1A), a phenotype similar to that observed in wild-type MEFs that express MDM2-A (19). When plated at high density, Mdm2-a/Arf-null MEFs formed significantly fewer transformed foci than Arf-null MEFs (Fig. 1B). These data suggested that MDM2-A–mediated activation of p53 reduced the rate of transformation in Arf-null MEFs.

Evaluation of MDM2-A Protection against Carcinogenesis

To determine if MDM2-A confers protection from carcinogen-induced transformation and tumorigenesis, control wild-type and Mdm2-a transgenic MEFs as well as newborn pups were exposed to the alkylating agent ethylnitrosourea (ENU).

FIGURE 1. MDM2-A mediates growth inhibition and reduces transformation in the absence of Arf. A, Growth curve of Arf-null (dashed line) and Mdm2-a/Arf-null (solid line) MEFs. B, Quantitation of transformed foci/7.85 cm² after MEFs were transfected with E1A and plated at high density. Columns, mean of three experiments; bars, SD.

FIGURE 2. In the absence of Arf, MDM2-A does not alter survival but does enhance T-cell lymphoma development. A, Kaplan-Meier survival curve for Arf-null (dashed line) and Mdm2-a/Arf-null (solid line). There was no significant difference in survival of these two groups of mice (P = 0.497). B, Tumor distribution in Arf-null (top) and Mdm2-a/Arf-null (bottom) displayed a marginally significant difference between the two groups (P = 0.096). NST, nerve cell tumor.
ENU is a potent mutagen and carcinogen that has previously been shown to enhance carcinogenesis (21). Therefore, MEFs were treated with 2 mmol/L ENU for 1 hour and incubated for 3 weeks. The \textit{Mdm2-a} transgenic MEFs formed fewer transformed foci compared with wild-type MEFs (Fig. 3A), showing that MDM2-A expression reduces transformation induced by exposure to ENU.

Earlier studies have shown that ENU treatment of mice results in the development of multiple tumor types (22); however, only a few tissues of the transgenic mouse express MDM2-A, with the highest levels of expression in the salivary gland (19). Therefore, to specifically target an organ site that expresses relatively high levels of MDM2-A, newborn pups were pretreated daily (P10-P14) with isoproterenol, a \( \beta \)-adrenergic receptor agonist known to induce salivary gland hyperplasia (23), to predispose this tissue to carcinogenesis. The mice were then injected daily for 5 days (P15-P19 after birth) with 60 \( \mu \)g/g ENU and monitored for tumor development. The Kaplan-Meier survival curves for the isoproterenol/ENU-treated mice were biphasic (Fig. 3B); the majority of mice died within 5 months as a result of disseminated T-cell lymphoblastic lymphoma involving multiple organs, whereas a second group of mice succumbed to pulmonary tumors at 7 months to 1 year (Fig. 3C; Supplementary Table S2). No salivary gland tumors were detected and there was no significant difference in survival or tumor type propensity of MDM2-A transgenic mice compared with wild-type (\( P = 0.480 \)). Western blot analyses of tumor samples from organs infiltrated with lymphoma such as spleen, kidney, and thymus showed no change in MDM2-A expression compared with the same tissues in untreated mice, whereas lung tumors from transgenic mice with and without ENU injection showed a significant increase in MDM2-A expression compared with normal lung tissue (Fig. 3D). This higher level of MDM2-A expression in the lung tumor tissue suggested that MDM2-A expression was being selected for and might in fact confer a growth advantage in this cell type. However, the tumor incidence data showed that in this context, MDM2-A expression does not influence the rate of tumorigenesis (Fig. 3C; Supplementary Table S2).

The Influence of MDM2-A Expression on Transformation in \( p53 \)-Null Mice

MDM2-A has previously been shown to exhibit \( p53 \)-dependent growth inhibition (19); however, the selection for MDM2-A expression in tumors that developed in transgenic mice suggested a possible transforming activity that is likely independent of \( p53 \) function. Therefore, to assess the role of MDM2-A in transformation and tumorigenesis in the absence of \( p53 \) expression, transgenic mice were crossed into a \( p53 \)-null background. Whereas \( Mdm2-a/p53 \)-null MEFs grew at the same rate as \( p53 \)-null MEFs (19), those that expressed MDM2-A displayed a significant increase in transformed focus formation compared with MEFs derived from \( p53 \)-null mice (Fig. 4A and B). These data show that MDM2-A increases transformation in a \( p53 \)-independent manner, a phenotype that is masked when \( p53 \) is wild-type.

To determine if the enhanced focus-forming capacity of \( Mdm2-a/p53 \)-null MEFs resulted in enhanced tumorigenesis \textit{in vivo}, tumor latency and spectrum was observed in these mice and compared with \( p53 \)-null controls. MDM2-A-expressing \( p53 \)-null mice had a median survival of 107 days, whereas \( p53 \)-null mice survived for \( \sim 85 \) days (Fig. 5A); however, there was no significant difference in survival between the groups (\( P = 0.117 \)). Interestingly, the tumor spectrum was altered in the presence of MDM2-A. \( p53 \)-null mice developed testicular germ cell tumors and T-cell lymphomas at similar frequencies, whereas \( Mdm2-a/p53 \)-null mice were more likely to develop T-cell lymphomas and very few testicular germ cell tumors were observed (\( P = 0.086 \); Fig. 5B; Supplementary Table 3). The slight shift in the survival curve seemed to be a result of...
the nontransgenic p53-null mice developing more testicular germ cell tumors that arose in very young mice (<2 months). Therefore, we reevaluated the survival of male animals only and found a significant difference between the survival of the transgenic and nontransgenic mice (P = 0.006; Fig. 5C). These data show that MDM2-A is capable of altering the tumor spectrum in a p53-independent manner, and it seems that because fewer testicular germ cell tumors were generated on expression of MDM2-A, MDM2-A prolonged the life of these mice.

In addition to analysis of mice with homozygous p53 gene deletions, p53-heterozygous mice were also assessed for tumor formation in the presence of the Mdm2-a transgene. Although no differences in overall survival were observed (P = 0.208; data not shown), several Mdm2-a/p53-heterozygous mice (6 of 28, 21%), but no p53 heterozygotes without Mdm2-a, developed mammary carcinomas (Supplementary Table S4). Interestingly, pathologic analysis indicated that these tumors displayed characteristics of aggressive mammary carcinomas that were distinct from those typically observed in p53-heterozygous mice (Fig. 6A). Western blot analysis showed that two of three of the mammary tumors evaluated had high levels of MDM2-A expression, whereas MDM2-A could not be detected in normal control mammary tissue (Fig. 6B). These data provide additional evidence that MDM2-A expression may confer a growth advantage in specific tumors or cell types.

**Discussion**

*Mdm2* splice variants are frequently overexpressed in various tumors and their expression has been correlated with advanced disease (7, 10) and poor prognosis (11). Determination of splice variant function with respect to tumor development has yielded contradictory results. Our previous work showed that expression of the MDM2-A splice variant activated wild-type p53 and inhibited growth in a p53-dependent manner (19), phenotypes predicted to confer p53-dependent tumor protection rather than enhance tumor growth. Here, we examined the consequence of MDM2-A expression in several tumor-prone mouse models to determine whether this splice variant maintains its growth-inhibitory properties and reduces transformation and tumorigenesis.

As predicted, a decrease in transformation was observed in the presence of MDM2-A protein expression; both Mdm2-a/Arf-null MEFs and ENU-treated Mdm2-a MEFs developed fewer transformed foci than control cells. Surprisingly, however, this *in vitro* observation did not translate into a reduction in tumorigenesis in either the Mdm2-a/Arf-null or ENU-treated Mdm2-a transgenic mice. Two possible explanations for this lack of correlation between transformation and tumorigenesis are either that the activity of MDM2-A was not robust enough to result in *in vivo* changes or that a proportion of the observed tumors arose in tissues that did not express MDM2-A, thereby masking the effect of MDM2-A expression on tumorigenesis. As previously described, MDM2-A has a limited tissue distribution in the transgenic animals (19). Consequently, many Mdm2-a/Arf-null and ENU-treated mice developed lymphomas, which did not express detectable levels of MDM2-A. Therefore, it was unlikely that MDM2-A would influence development of this tumor type unless low undetectable levels of MDM2-A were able to influence lymphoma progression. The significant increase in the incidence of T-cell lymphomas that developed in the Mdm2-a transgenic mice may have arisen as a consequence of other tumor types that express MDM2-A decreasing in frequency.

Lung tumors that developed in the ENU-treated mice expressed MDM2-A but showed no differences in tumor onset or progression. It is possible that these tumors developed containing alterations in the p53 pathway that would have precluded MDM2-A–mediated activation of this tumor suppressor and abolished any subsequent tumor-protective effects.

To address the aforementioned concern of tumors arising in tissues that lacked transgene expression, we attempted to enhance tumor development in the salivary gland, a MDM2-A–expressing tissue. Because salivary gland hyperplasia has previously been shown to predispose the salivary gland to carcinogenesis (23), transgenic mice and wild-type controls were treated with isoproterenol to induce proliferation of the salivary gland tissue before ENU mutagenesis. However, despite this specific targeting, we were unable to detect any changes in this tissue and no salivary gland tumors were observed. All mice in the ENU treatment groups succumbed to either lymphoma or pulmonary tumors within the first year of life. It is possible that...
the salivary gland may be inherently less susceptible to ENU mutagenesis or that tumors arising in this tissue have a longer latency than either lymphomas or lung tumors. In summary, MDM2-A expression can reduce the rate of transformation in MEFs in vitro, but we have no evidence that the phenotype can result in protection against tumorigenesis in vivo under the conditions used.

Because Mdm2-a is frequently detected in tumors, and because the p53 pathway is frequently disrupted in tumors, it was important to assess the p53-independent role of MDM2-A. We previously showed that MDM2-A–expressing p53-null MEFs had an identical growth rate compared with nontransgenic p53-null MEFs (19). Here, we showed that Mdm2-a transgenic p53-null MEFs more readily lose their contact inhibition and form significantly more transformed foci than p53-null controls (Fig. 4). In addition, MDM2-A was found to alter the tumor spectrum in the absence of p53 in vivo, an observation consistent with a transforming potential for MDM2-A. It is important to note that because no change in tumor spectrum was observed in the ENU-treated mice with and without Mdm2-a expression,

FIGURE 5. MDM2-A does not significantly alter the survival of p53-null mice but does shift the tumor spectrum. A. Kaplan-Meier survival curve of p53 null (dashed line) and Mdm2-a/p53 null (solid line). There was no significant difference in survival between the two groups (P = 0.117). B. Tumor spectrum of p53 null (top) and Mdm2-a/p53 null (bottom). GCT, germ cell tumor. There was a marginal significant difference in the tumor spectrum between the two groups (P = 0.086). C. Kaplan-Meier survival curve of males only, p53 null (dashed line), and Mdm2-a/p53 null (solid line). There was a significant difference between the two populations once the male mice were evaluated separately (P = 0.006).

FIGURE 6. Mdm2-a/p53-heterozygous mice develop aggressive mammary tumors, which have stabilized MDM2-A expression. A. Micrographs of Mdm2-a/p53-heterozygous mammary carcinomas. Top, mammary carcinoma with soft tissue invasion. Magnification, x4. Bottom, mammary carcinoma metastases in the lung parenchyma. Magnification, x3.2. B. Western blot analysis of MDM2-A expression in normal mammary tissue (lanes 1-3) and mammary tumor tissue (lanes 4-6) isolated from p53-heterozygous (lane 1) and Mdm2-a/p53-heterozygous transgenic mice (lanes 2-6).
the difference observed in the p53-null mice was dependent on the loss of p53.

The activity of MDM2-A to alter tumor spectrum likely requires the cooperation of another as yet unknown protein that may only be present in certain tissues, resulting in tissue-specific transformation. There are a variety of different signaling pathways that could be influenced either directly by MDM2-A or as a consequence of a reduction in availability of full-length MDM2. In addition to p53, MDM2 has been shown to bind to several proteins that could play a role in transformation or tumorigenesis, such as p73 (24), E2F1 (25), and MDM4 (26). A change in their abundance or regulation could result in the changes observed here. Microarray studies are currently in progress to address gene expression changes in response to MDM2-A in a p53-null context.

p53-heterozygous mice that expressed the Mdm2-a transgene developed highly undifferentiated, aggressive mammary tumors that were not detected in p53-heterozygous controls. Interestingly, Mdm2 splice variants have been detected in normal breast epithelium (9) and breast carcinomas (11). In addition, several of the observed mammary tumors displayed elevated MDM2-A expression relative to control tissues. Enhanced MDM2-A expression in high-grade tumors suggests that MDM2-A confers a growth advantage to these tumors, resulting in a higher proportion of tumor cells expressing MDM2-A. Why this specific tumor type would arise in mice of this genotype is unclear but it is likely influenced by the longer tumor latency in the p53 heterozygote mice compared with those that are p53 null.

Despite its role in activation of wild-type p53, MDM2-A was unable to mediate any tumor-protective activities in either Arf-null or ENU carcinogen-treated tumor-prone models. However, MDM2-A expression clearly reduced the rate of transformation in vitro, suggesting there may be a cellular protective effect against transformation for tissues that endogenously express MDM2 splice variants. In contrast, when p53 is deleted, MDM2-A enhances transformation, alters tumor spectrum, and yields more highly undifferentiated tumors, suggesting a context-specific p53-independent oncogenic activity. These novel data help to explain the apparently contradictory observations that MDM2 splice variants are growth inhibitory yet are often expressed in aggressive tumors. Once p53 is deregulated, the oncogenic phenotype of MDM2 splice variants such as MDM2-A can be unmasked.

Materials and Methods

Generation of Mdm2-a Tumor Models

The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee approved all animal work and all experiments conformed to the applicable regulatory standards. Mdm2-a transgenic mice (FVB/NJ) were bred onto either the Arf-null (C57Bl/6) or p53-null (C57Bl/6×129Sv) backgrounds (both generously provided by Dr. Martine Roussel, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital). The mice were bred for two to three generations to obtain hemizygous and homozygous mice, and their littersmates were used as controls. For carcinogen treatment, mice were first pretreated with isoproteronal (Sigma), which was injected i.p. in sterile water at a dose of 25 μg/g daily from P10 through P14. Pups were then treated with 60 μg/g ENU (Sigma) via daily i.p. injection on P15 through P19. Transgenic mice and their control wild-type littersmates were monitored for tumor development and disease. Animals showing signs of pain or distress were euthanized according to Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines. Euthanized mice were examined for lesions and tissue abnormalities.

Tumor Diagnoses

Animals that developed tumors or displayed obvious signs of morbidity were euthanized and necropsied, and tissue specimens were fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin. Formalin-fixed tissues of interest were embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 4 to 5 μ, and stained with H&E using standard methods. Tissue sections were assessed by light microscopy and immunocytochemistry was done to determine tumor cellular lineage.

Statistical Analysis

Fisher’s exact test was used to compare the proportion of animals that developed tumors among genotypes. Log-rank test was used to assess differences in survival for the following groups: Mdm2-a/Arf null (n = 13) and Arf null (n = 15), Mdm2-a with ENU exposure (n = 24) and wild-type littersmates with ENU exposure (n = 37), Mdm2-a/p53 null (n = 23) and p53 null (n = 24), Mdm2-a/p53 heterozygous (n = 28), and p53 heterozygous (n = 16).

MEF Preparation and Growth Curve

MEFs were generated by standard methods and as described previously (27). Growth curves were done on MEFs at P3 to P5. Cells were plated in six-well dishes in triplicate at 5 × 10⁴ per well and counted daily for 5 d. Data are presented as the mean and SD for three identical wells.

Protein Extraction and Western Blot Analysis

Protein extraction and Western blot analysis were done as previously described (28). Proteins were visualized using anti-MDM2 antibody (R&D Systems, Inc.) and anti-tubulin antibody (clone 2.1; Sigma).

Transformation Assay

Focus-forming assays were done according to the following modifications of standard protocols (29) on Arf-null, p53-null, and ENU-treated MEFs in the presence and absence of Mdm2-a. Briefly, early-passage MEFs were transfected with enhancing oncogenes using Fugene 6 and stably selected with 3 μg/mL puromycin. Specifically, Arf-null MEFs were transfected with pBABE-puro-Ras (generously provided by Dr. Gerard Zambetti, St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital). The p53-null MEFs did not require any additional oncogenes. Transfected cells were plated at high density (1 × 10⁴/10-cm dish) and observed for foci formation. Plates were stained with crystal violet and colonies were quantitated. For ENU treatment, wild-type and Mdm2-a MEFs were transfected with both pBABE-Ras and pBABE-E1A (modification of pWZL-hygro-E1A plasmid provided by Dr. Gerard Zambetti) and selected in puromycin. Cells were plated at high density, treated with 2 mmol/L ENU for 1 h, washed, and observed for foci formation.
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